OPTIMAL FOOD
FRESHNESS WITH
CORE FOOD
TEMPERATURE
Axino Fresh Benefits
Improved food quality & safety

INCREASE QUALITY, REDUCE COSTS

Simplified store operations &

Consumers want fresher food which often requires more

Food waste reduction

cooling space. This poses a challenge to sustainability

Energy savings

goals, like energy savings and reducing CO 2 footprint.

Reduced maintenance costs

Reduced labour costs

Fast ROI
Axino partnered with market leading grocers and
developed a solution that automatically monitors the

Axino Fresh Features

quality of all kinds of fresh food. Doing this, we discovered

Automated Core Temperature

that stores are over-cooling by an average of 2°C or more!

for all food groups

There is a huge opportunity to provide fresher products

Plug & Play: retrofit any

whilst saving energy and reducing CO 2 emissions.

existing system
Notification & Alerting

Axino’s Service helps grocers make smart decisions for

Independent of power supply

food quality and freshness - delivering optimum food

Fully scalable

quality, reducing energy consumption, minimizing food
waste and simplifying compliance operations.
With easy to install wireless IoT sensors, you can start
collecting data and get actionable insights for any cooler
in minutes.

"Customers who are
satisfied with a retailer's
fresh offerings have more
loyal customers who shop
there more often, spend
more money on each visit
and are happy to
recommend the store to
others."
McKinsey & Company
How retailers can keep up with
consumers
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INNOVATION FOR MAXIMUM
FOOD FRESHNESS
By combining Axino IoT sensors and data algorithms,
you’ll get key data insights for optimum freshness.
Simplify store operations with the Visual Navigator and
retrofit any existing cooling system with API
integration.
Benefit from automated Health and Safety
compliance reporting. With Axino, grocers can
save energy and reduce food waste for
maximum freshness.

CONTACT US FOR
YOUR PILOT
INSTALLATION

BE COOL, STAY FRESH
Axino combines IoT sensor technology with patented AI algorithms to ensure freshness while
reducing energy consumption. By digitizing and automating quality management process, we
take the guess work out of food safety (HACCP) compliance. Learn more at www.axino.ai
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